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1

Introduction

Definition of a Site of Investment (SoI): a SoI is an area where a project has been carried out at an on ground site level
and where a physical environmental footprint took place (on grounds money was spent and on ground work were delivered
that encompasses a minimum of one activity over a project life). Its boundaries (using a polygon shape) will be around the
activities invested (eg. Fencing, weed control, revegetation, stock through mapped and invested in) at a site.
Why use SoIs?
The creation of SoIs within GRID will serve multiple purposes that benefit both the project officers and managers to:
-

carry out project planning,

-

search previous investment footprint and map our project investment footprint for reporting,

-

identify who and what has been done before on a specific site;

-

and allows individuals to quickly find out what activities have taken place under a specific site of investment
through the GRID search engine by entering the SoI number which will bring up all the activities under that SoI,
regardless of the investment source, project deliverer, project code, contract codes etc.

-

It will enable to see what happens over a site over time, regardless of the funding source, project type, and the
organisation (if delivered by groups other than SWCC) delivering the work.

Under the present structure and capacity of GRID, the fastest way to find, research and identify what activities have been
occurring on a property level is very cumbersome and limited. The only way to know what has been done at this moment
in time on GRID is to click on each activity individually to see if anything has been mapped for this location. As there are
over 40 activities, this can be lengthy and not time efficient.

2

Present issues with GRID for searches and quickly finding previous investment or
present investment

Present limitations of GRID


At present one cannot draw a box around a site, property and obtain information saying what has been done
there.



One can only do a search if one knows what to look for: i.e. project code, farmer name, etc. So for instance if you
do not know the project code for which a project was done in a particular area of the SW region, there is no tool
enabling to draw a box and say show me everything that has taken place here. This is presently not possible in
GRID.



One can still not search using a property number, lot number etc.



One has to tick each activity one by one to see if work was done in a particular location.
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Thus the proposed solution, until GRID tool is refined and has an automated numbering system when setting up SoI and a
better search tool, GRID user are to create and use Site of Investment as the best method to track what has been done in
terms of on ground works or capacity building work at a site level.
This SoI shapefile will display where one has worked and will provide for each site a unique SoI number (naming convention
will be provided in section 4 below). That same site can then be used over time using the same code if investing on the
same area over different funding sources, from different funding bodies, etc. as long as the surface area of work has
increased. If it has please use the SOI version control or create a new one if work is on a different property
The other key benefits also of using an SOI is that this number is then used in all SWCC MERI How to Doc templates (eg .
photo monitoring, weed mapping, pest mapping etc.) and other documents that link back the site with the work done
there.

3
3.1

Protocol to set up a site of investment
How to draw and decide how to set it up

Definition of a Site of Investment (SoI): a SoI is an area where a project has been carried out and where a physical
environmental footprint took place. Its boundaries (using a polygon shape) will be around the activities invested (eg.
Fencing, weed control, revegetation, stock through mapped and invested in) at a site. See example of the Figure 3.1 below.
However this SOI can only be within a property and cannot cross multiple properties. If a project activity crosses over
multiple properties, then an SOI needs to be created at each property scale.

Figure 3-1: map showing activities mapped and digitised where work took place.

3.2 Rules
Number Description
1

The site of investment needs to be created before any project activity can be mapped as all project
activity require an SOI number as a compulsory field and if this code is not entered, it cannot be
saved.

2

Site of investment boundary Is to represent an area where physical on-grounds or research activities
have taken place. I.e. A physical footprint where money and physical change took place.

3

An SOI boundary can only be drawn over a plot/area of land that is owned by the same landowner.
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Number Description
4

If the site (land title) changes hands it is still the same SOI, what needs to be updated in the SOI then,
is the contact name of the landholder and land manager (if applicable) but put a note in the comment
section on the past landholder so that one knows there was a change of ownership.

5

If work is taking place e.g. fencing work or fox baiting over 2 properties owned by two landholders
then you need to create an SoI for each properties and draw a polygon on the area for each property
for each respective landholder, hence you need to create two SoIs.

6

If work is taking place e.g. fencing work or fox baiting over 2 properties owned by two landholders
then you need to create an SoI for each properties and draw a polygon on the area for each property
for each respective landholder, hence you need to create two SoIs.

7

One can include several lot numbers within one SOI as long as they are owned by the same
landholder. See example provided in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. Showing a SoI encompassing several
lots which are owned by the same landholder. If the work was to be done on several landholder
number them, you would need to create several polygons for each of those as per the point above.
-

Figure 3-2: map showing land lot where one section of riparian fencing took place

Figure 3-3 Map showing SoI encompassing several lots over land owned by the same landholder. Field to
populate and explanations
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Number Description
If the on-ground work expand in a following investment beyond the boundaries of the original SOI
but is still within the same property, and the extension is on land belonging to the same landholder,
then create a new SOI with the same name and but a version number onto it. For instance the original
SOI name was SoC001_JM_2015

8

Then the new one with the increase boundary will be named SoC001_JM_2015V2
9

Important: The size of an SoI should never be edited back and drawn to a smaller area, unless you got
it wrong in the first instance.

10

If the on-ground in a following investment period continues over the SoI but not on its entirety, keep
using the same SoI boundaries

3.3

Data to be entered for each field under the site of investment in GRID

Field name

explanation

Guide when populating the database

Site name

This may be a specific site name which is not linked to
the property name, or contract. Eg Dort Creek

If someone has already put a name there , please leave it
as it is

Start Date

Date when this site was first invested in by SWCC staff,
SWCC contractors or external organisations using GRID.

If an SoI already exist, and you are retrofitting data on a
past project that took place prior to the SoI was originally
set up, then just edit the date of when your project has
taken place if prior to the date entered.
Ensure however that in the comment box there is a note
saying for instance :


Invested In 2008-2009- Woodanilling landcare
center project name “…”



Invested in 2013-2014- SWCC project name “…”

Local
Government
Area (LGA)
Name

Helps to quickly search what has been done under an
LGA. This is a drop down list.

Compulsory

SOI reference
number

Critical to set up

Compulsory

Landholder
name

Critical to enter

Compulsory

Landholder
address

Critical to enter

Compulsory

Landholder
phone

Critical to enter

Compulsory
If you do not have the phone number please put N/A
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Field name

explanation

Guide when populating the database

Land Manager
Name

To be entered if you are dealing with a land manager in
case the landowner is not the person dealing with
project officer on the project.

NB: By land manager we mean a person that manages on
a paid or unpaid basis a farm or property on behalf of the
owner. As opposed to us subcontracting a group to carry
out NRM work on someone’s land.

Land manager
address

To be entered if you are dealing with a land manager in
case the landowner is not the person dealing with
project officer on the project

If applicable

Land Manager
phone

To be entered if you are dealing with a land manager in
case the landowner is not the person dealing with
project officer on the project

If applicable

Status

At this moment, this field may not be kept, do not see
the value of it as it is ongoing.

Contracts and
agreements
number

Essential, this allows to find out any contract numbers
that have resulted in the investment under the SoI so
that individual can easily search in the SWCC files if they
want more details about the project associated with this
SoI and details

Compulsory. If there is not one associated with the SoI
just put N/A
This refers to contracts and agreements that are linked to
this land, devolved grants, etc.
Note you can keep adding contract #s etc just put a coma
in between them.

Investment
source

This is I think no longer relevant as they can be several
funding source. The funding source however needs to
be put in under the specific activities

As this moment in time, put the original once it was
started on, this needs to be revisited as we improve this.
It is imperative that the funding source of activities is
recorded for each activities under an SoI

Comments

Place where one can put more information.

One supporting
image

Great to have one to get a perspective of what the site
looks like, but not compulsory

Other
supporting
documents,
and photos

As per required. Please bear in mind that the SoI
created by SWCC staff can only be seen by SWCC staff.
SOI created by external users can only be seen by that
very organisation and no other external users and all
SWCC staff.

ISSUE : if for instance we have already invested in this area
and someone has already attached several files and one
wants to add additional files associated with a new
investment, either all the files already put there need to
be downloaded and new files added , then all those need
to be zipped up and uploaded .
If you upload your data and there was some already there,
the previous data will be lost.
I could set up a series of “Other supporting documents
and photo v1” , “Other supporting documents and photo
v2 ” etc so for each new investment sources, one uploads
one data in a new uploading folder like this the previous
data in V1 is kept.
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4

Protocol to set up a code name for the site of investment

At this moment, GRID cannot provide an automatic numbering numbers, thus this protocol / method has been designed to
ensure that when one creates a code, it will be unique and there is no change of duplication.
The method is as proposed and should contain the following information (see Table 4-1 below):
Table 4-1: Examples of name creation of SoI numbers:
Landholder family name

please use number starting from 001

Project officer
Name

Or local government (use
short version eg. Shire of
Harvey would be SoH)

Year
work

Eg. Example provided

started

Mr Page

001

John Brown

2009

Page001_JB_2009

Mr Page

001

John Brown

2011

Page001_JB_2009v2 note
boundary has increased so
version number was created with
new SOI.

Shire of Harvey

001

Adam Black

2010

SoH001_AB_2010

Shire of Harvey

002 – second site for the shire of
Harvey where the project officer has
worked on in that year

Adam Black

2010

SoH002_AB_2010

Note: if a property is very large or you work on Shire land, you may have several SoI under that land, hence the reason
why here is a number after the Landholder name
SoIs log should be kept in a spreadsheet such as this one in Table 4-2 below. This log will need to be submitted to the
MERI program manager at the end of each reporting period.\
Table 4-2: SoI log templatev3 : Spreadsheet for individuals to maintain to keep log of their respective SoI numbers to
ensure there is not duplication in number.
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5

Using the site of investment and linking to other activities.

Once you have created your Site of Investment activity and established a number for it, you will then need to
use and enter this SoI number in the required field for each activity that are taking place underneath that SoI.
If you are carrying out for instance fencing work, and revegetation work, you will have to enter the SoI reference
number in the dataset for each the activities fields. See Figure 5-1 below:

Figure 5-1: Image showing where SoI number needs to be entered when populating information under each activity. In
this instance, this is the weed control activity.
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6

Searching activities under an SOI

If for instance, you are wanting to know what took place under an SoI you have no knowledge of, once you have
identified the SoI number using the information tool, you can then carry out a search by entering that number in
the search tool and as per example in Figure 6-1 this will bring you all the activities delivered under this specific
SOI.

Figure 6-1: Image showing the result of a search of an SOI “SoH_CG_2009”. and this shows all the activities mapped using
this number. NB: in this example I had not use initials in the naming.

If you search a SoI, It will show you also version numbers.
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Visibility and data access

This SoI shapefile and dataset when populated by SWCC staff will be visible to all internal user in SWCC but not external
users.
External users will only see their own respective data and SoIs, but SWCC users can see all SoIs. This cannot be changed as
this is how GRID was initially set up.
This is a critical aspect of GRID in that project officers and managers will know when planning for a project if the NRM
industry sector (who is using GRID) has previously worked on the site of investment of interest and will ensure that one can
check what was done there before contacting the farmer.
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8

Questions and answers

There may be some key questions that you have to here are some of the answers for those anticipated to date.
Question
#

Question

Answer

What happens if someone has already
created an SoI where I am going some
work

Use the SoI that is already there is it encompasses the
boundaries of your project site.

2

What happens if there is already an SOI
for my project site, but my project site
goes a bit beyond the existing boundary

If that is the case, and your project boundary over that
property is increase, edit create a new SOI with the
extended boundary , use the old SOI number but put a
V2, or V3 etc at the end of it, not spaces between name
and “v2”.

3

What happens if my project work this
year only cover a part or portion of an
existing SoI

Keep using the existing SoI number

1

Remember: a SoI number regardless of whom created it
originally is about showing the footprint of investment
as one site over time. If 10 different project officers with
different source of funding invest there over time, the
name has not consequence. The SoI helps search what
happened on that site over time.
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